
Neon Lights™
[fluorescent broadloom carpet for family entertainment centers]



hot tropics™ - 458

celebration™ - 36

afterglow™ - 467

dynamo™ - 455

dancing lights™ - 454 f laming f loral™ - 457electric scroll™ - 456

inferno™ - 442 kapow™ - 449



on the hunt™ - 463

night moves™ - 462midnight safari™ - 460 mystic™ - 461

looped™ - 450lightstream™ - 459lava™ - 41

dottie™ - 447pogo™ - 451



pop beads™ - 452 space explorer™ - 43

whirlibird™ - 466

silly string™ - 443

splat™ - 446 starry night™ - 39splatter paint™ - 445



supernatural™ - 464

Neon Lights™ is an industry-first collection of broadloom carpet designed for commercial amusement
facilities and family entertainment centers. These designs combine stunning fluorescent colors and
 exceptional durability to create one of the most innovative and unique floor coverings available.
 
Manufactured with only the highest quality raw materials, Joy Carpets continues its legacy of excellence 
with Neon Lights™.  Able to withstand the most demanding commercial environments, these carpets 
resist soil, stains, are easily cleaned, and are backed by comprehensive wear warranties for peace of mind.
 
With over 30 styles in stock, Joy Carpets boasts the best selection and service of fluorescent dyed carpet 
in the industry.  We have no minimum order requirements, and all products ship in 48 hours.  
 
When it comes to creative and eye-catching interiors, look to Joy Carpets to satisfy your needs.  Remember, 
fun never goes out of style, so choose Joy Carpets for the fastest way to a fantastic floor!

thriller™ - 465swirled™ - 453

retro bowl™ - 448 under the sea™ - 444



Specifications and Warranties
General:
Description:
Dye Method:
Dye Resolution:
Fiber:
Total Weight:
Tuft Bind:
Gauge:
Pile Height:
Primary Backing:
Secondary Backing:
Secondary Backing (optional):
Delamination:
Anti-Soil and Stain Protection:
Antimicrobial Treatment:
Broadloom Width:
Origin:

Performance:
Static Electricity:
Traffic:
Indoor Air Quality:

Cut pile broadloom
Injection dyed
256 dpi
Premium Continuous Filament Nylon
18 oz. / sq. yd.
Exceeds industry standards
1/10th

.186 in. 
Woven polypropylene
ActionBac
KangaTRAC polyurethane cushion
Exceeds industry standards
Impervion® soil and stain treatment
Impervion® mold, mildew, and odor protection
1 2 ‘ 
U.S.A.

less than 3.5kv (permanent anti-static fiber)
Commercial
Green Label Plus Certified

Flammability:
Radiant Panel:
NBS Smoke Chamber:

Maintenance:
Spot Cleaning:

Professional Cleaning:

Warranties:
Limited Lifetime Commercial Wear
Limited Manufacturer Defects
Lifetime Antistatic Control
Fade Resistance (for indoor use only)
100% Recyclable

Class I
less than 450

Spot clean with approved carpet cleaner.  
Follow manufacturer recommendations.  
Vacuum regularly.
Hot water extraction.
Follow manufacturer recommendations.

Specifications are subject to normal manufacturing tolerance.
Actual carpet color may vary.
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